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To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ARTHUR W. BROWNE, 

a citizen of the United States of America, 
and a resident of Ithaca, county of Tomp 
kins, State of New York, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Play 
ing-Cards, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
This invention relates to playing cards for 

a game of chemistry, or kindred science. 
More particularly, my invention is a game 

of chemistry, which is played by the use of 
cards bearing indications of the names of 
chemical elements, and their respective 
chemical symbols, and preferably also the 
respective valence or valences of the chemi 
cal elements and a list of chemical com 
pounds formed by the atoms of the chemical 
elements in accordance with the valence of 
the same. If desired, the cards may also 
contain data of importance and interest with 
respect to the respective elemental sub 
stances or elements and the chemical com 
pounds containing the same, or with respect 
to chemical science or chemical industry in 
general, and the cards may also have thereon 
the pictures of chemists who are identified 
with researches in the discovery or commer 
cial utilization of such elemental substance 
or element or of a chemical compound there 
of, or with other developments in chemical 
science or industry, or pictures of chemical 
apparatus, laboratories, or industrial works. 
I have hereinafter set forth more specifi 

cally one desirable form of game involving 
my invention, comprising cards each repre 
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senting an atom of an elemental substance 
or element, each bearing the full name of the 
elemental substance, or the chemical element, 
in a prominent portion of the card, and with 
the chemical symbol thereof proximate 
thereto, and the indication of the valence 
thereof, as by a Roman numeral, at another 
prominent portion of the card. Each of the 
cards may also have printed thereon a list 
of chemical compounds containing one or 
more atoms of such elemental substance or 
chemical element in the valence indicated on 
such card. In those cases where an elemen 
tal substance or chemical element has two or 
more valences, there are separate cards for 
the respective lists of chemical compounds, 
in each of which lists the chemical com 
pounds comprise one or more atoms of the 
elemental substance or element in the valence 
indicated on the card. In other words, tak 
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ing for example, iron which is bivalent and 
trivalent, there will be a card on which the 
Valence two is indicated and a list of com 
pounds containing iron in bivalent combina 
tion, and there will be another card for iron 
having the valence three indicated thereon 
and a list of chemical compounds containing 
iron in trivalent combination. 
An object in playing a game with a deck 

of cards comprising my invention is that 
each card represents one atom of an elemen 
tal Substance or chemical element, and that 
a chemical compound enumerated in a list 
on a card is “formed by taking as many 
cards respectively bearing the names of the 
atoms of the elemental substances or chemi 
cal elements as is indicated by the formula 
of such chemical compound. For example, 
taking common salt or sodium chlorid, a 
chemical compound of one atom of sodium 
(Na) and one atom of chlorin (Cl) such 
compound will be “formed” in playing the 
game by taking one sodium card and one 
chlorin card. Again, taking the chemical 
compound ferric chlorid comprising one 
atom of iron (Fe) and three atoms of chlorin 
(Cl) such compound will be “formed' in 
the play of the game by one card of iron 
and three cards of chlorin. The total num 
ber of cards comprised in a deck will vary 
in accordance with the range of elemental 
Substances or chemical elements and their re 
spective chemical compounds desired to be 
included. Having chosen the elemental sub 
stances and chemical compounds or combi 
nations thereof, then there will be a mini 
mum number of cards representing the 
atoms of the respective elemental substances 
or chemical elements which must be com 
prised in the deck. 
Other features and objects of my inven 

tion will be more fully understood from the 
following description and the accompany 
ing drawings, in which 

Figure 1 indicates a card representing an 
atom of the elemental substance or chemi 
cal element chlorin; Fig. 2 a card repre 
senting an atom of sodium: Fig. 3 a card 
representing an atom of hydrogen: Fig. 4 
is a card representing an atom of bivalent 
iron; Fig. 5 a card representing an atom 
of oxygen; Fig. 6 a card representing an 
atom of trivalent nitrogen; Fig. 7 a card 
representing an atom of trivalent iron: Fig. 
8 a card representing an atom of carbon; 
Fig. 9 representing an atom of quinque 
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cal symbol therefor is printed immediately 
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valent nitrogen and Fig. 10 a card repre 
Senting an atom of Sulfur. 
As is indicated in the respective figures, 

the full name of the elemental substance or 
chemical element is printed at the upper left. 
hand corner of each card; and the chemi 

below. Each card has printed thereon but 
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one valence, the same being indicated by a 
Roman numeral at the upper right hand 
corner of the card. 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are cards representing 
respectively one atom of chlorin, sodium 
and hydrogen, which have each unity va 
lence, so that each of these cards bears the 
indication I at the upper right. Fig. 4 is a 
card representing an atom of iron of the 
valence two, and accordingly has printed 
thereon at the upper right the indication II. 
On the other hand, the card shown in Fig. 7 
has printed thereon at the upper right the 
indication III for trivalent iron. 
The card shown in Fig. 5 is a card repre 

senting an atom of oxygen which is bi 
valent, and accordingly the indication II is 
printed at the upper right. The cards 
shown in Figs. 6 and 9 respectively are cards 
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representing atoms of nitrogen of valences 
three and five, and accordingly the card in 
Fig.6 has the indication III and the card 
in Fig. 9 the indication W. The cards shown 
in Figs. 8 and 10 are cards representing an 
atom of carbon and an atom of sulfur re 
spectively, the former being quadrivalent 
and the latter sexivalent, so that the indi 
cations IV and VI are respectively printed 
at the upper right hand corners thereof. 
The lists of chemical compounds on the 

respective cards are subject to choice, and 
such lists may include any desired number 
of the chemical compounds containing an 
atom of the elemental substance or chemical 
element of the valence indicated thereon. 
Ordinarily, the list on a card embodies the 
best known or most common compounds, but 
each list on the cards may be varied with 
respect to the number of chemical com 
pounds or combinations of the atom repre 
sented by the card with other atoms, also 
with respect to the number of compounds or 
combinations of the atom represented by 
the card with atoms of any one other ele 
mental substance or chemical element. 
I have found it desirable in general to 

indicate the relative activity of the ele 
mental substance or chemical element by 
the number of chemical compounds or com 
binations enumerated on the card represent 
ing an atom thereof. For example, the list 60 

(, 5 

of chemical compounds on the nitrogen 
trivalent card, shown in Fig. 6, may contain 
but two compounds whereas the list of 
chemical compounds enumerated on the oxy 
gen list, as is indicated in Fig. 5, may con 
tain twenty-seven compounds, whereby even 
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the casual player without having any - ex 
tended knowledge of the science of chem- . 
istry, derives the general impression that 
oxygen is far more active chemically than 
nitrogen. Accordingly, the relatively larger 
number of compounds listed on the sodium 
card, see Fig. 2, indicates to the player that 
sodium is more active chemically than iron, 
either in bivalent or trivalent combinations, 
see Figs. 4 and 7. . . 

For convenience, I have shown the lists 
on the various cards to be arranged alpha 
betically with respect to the atom of the 
elemental substance or chemical element 
other than that atom represented by the 
card. Thus, on the chlorin card, see Fig. 1, 
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the compounds calcium chlorid, chloroform, 
ferric chlorid, hydrochloric-acid, etc., are in 
dicated in the order named since the respec 
tive chemical symbols of calcium, carbon 
and hydrogen, etc., are alphabetically in the 
said order. It will be noted that the above 
described indications on the respective cards 
are arranged in double or duplex order 
whereby the printed matter on the left hand 
portion and at the top of each card reads 
properly irrespective of whether or not 
any card has been turned in the plane of 
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its face. Accordingly, the cards are always 
ready to be gathered properly in the hand 95 
of the player provided the cards are face up. 
If the list of chemical compounds contain 
ing an atom of any elemental substance or 
chemical element cannot be readily printed 
in a single column, then double columns, as 
is indicated in Figs. 3 and 5, may be re 
sorted to. It will, of course be understood 
that the double or duplex arrangement of 
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the printed matter on the cards and the 
specific arrangement and enumeration of 
the compounds or combinations in each list 
may be varied to secure the desired objects. 

105 

To indicate distinctions in chemical be-, 
havior of the atoms of the respective ele 
mental substances or chemical elements, I 
have arranged the respective cards to indi 
cate whether the elemental substance or 
chemical element is electro-positive or elec tro-negative. 
cating such behavior is by printing the cards 
of the electro-positive element in black, the 
cards of the electro-negative elements in 

behavior may be used. - 
The use of a deck of cards of the char 

acter described above may be illustrated by 
the following set of rules of play. Assume 
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One desirable form of indi 
15 

red; of course, other colors may be em. 
ployed, and other indices of such chemical " . 
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the deck to comprise thirty cards of chlo 
rin “atoms', as shown in Fig. 1; four cards 
of sodium “atoms’ as shown in Fig. 2; 
thirty cards of hydrogen “atoms’ as shown 
in Fig. 3; two cards of iron “atoms” of the 
valence of two, and two cards of iron 
“ atoms” of the valence of three, as shown 
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respectively in Figs. 4 and 7; thirty cards of 
Oxygen “atoms” as shown in Fig. 5; two 
cards of trivalent nitrogen “atoms as shown 
in Fig. 6; four cards of carbon “atoms” as 
shown in Fig. 8; two cards of quinqueva 
lent nitrogen “atoms', as shown in Fig. 9; 
and two cards of sulfur “atoms’ as shown 
in Fig. 10. To these cards may be added 
two calcium cards, two magnesium cards, 
two zinc cards, two potassium cards, and 
two cards for sulfur of valency two, thus 
making a total number of chemical “atoms 
of one hundred and twenty. After the deck 
has been shuffled, the dealer may deal say 
five cards to each player to be held by the 
respective players without exposing such re 
Spective “hands’ to one another. The 
dealer will also deal out other cards of the 
deck to the players in sets, say sets of ten 
each, Such sets to be placed on the table be 
fore the respective player's face up, that is, 
only the top card of each pile will be ex 
posed to all the players, or all the cards of 
Such piles may be exposed. 
The object of the game will be to form a 

“chemical combination’ included in any 
list of chemical compounds or combina 
tions on the cards by utilizing the proper 
cards or “atoms' and the proper number 
of such “atoms'. When such a “combina 
tion’ is properly accomplished by a player 
by utilizing one or more cards from his 
“hand’ with one or more cards from the 
exposed set of cards before him, such cards 
or “atoms’ when properly “combined to 
form a chemical compound or combination 
are now placed in a heap or pile in the cen 
ter of the table. The successful player is 
the one who first succeeds in using up all 
the cards placed exposed on the table be 
fore him. Penalties may be provided for in 
case of failure of a player to use a card 
properly or for attempting to “combine’ 
improper cards or “atoms”. The rules of 
play may include the forming or building 
up of a second pile of cards or “atoms’ on 
the table, wholly or partly exposed to the 
other players, with the privilege of utiliz 
ing any card or cards from such second pile 
in conjunction with any card or cards from 
the first pile and any card or cards from the 
player's own hand. Such second pile may 
be formed whenever a player is unable to 
make a “combination', by placing a card 
to form or build up such second pile. To 
simulate somewhat the conditions obtain 
ing in chemical manufacture, more or less 
appropriate names may be applied to the 
pile or piles of cards, as by calling each 
“hand” a “ drug room’ or “stockroom”; 
the first pile or row of cards “raw mate 
rial' or an “auxiliary stock room’; the 
second pile or row of cards a “waste prod 
uct heap', the pile at the center of the table, 
the “finished product” or “formed mate 

3. 

rials”, etc. The play of the game may be 
further extended by including points for 
Successful “combinations’ of the atoms 
based on the atomic or combining weights 
of the respective elements, in which case 
each card may bear thereon the atomic 
Weight of the element of which such card 
I'epresents an “atom’ thereof. 

I have referred above to additional cards 
l'epresenting "atoms” of magnesium, zinc, 
potassium, and calcium, and of sulfur of 
Valence two. It will be understood that such 
cards will bear thereon the name of the 
chemical element, its symbol, the valence 
thereof, and a list of chemical compounds 
containing one or more atoms of such chem 
ical element, and properly colored or marked 
to indicate whether the element is electro 
positive or electro-negative. As in the spe 
cific cards illustrated in the drawings, such 
additional cards will include in their re 
spective lists chemical compounds corre 
lated to the other cards or “atoms”, that is 
such compounds which are capable of being 
formed by the “atom’ represented by the 
card with one or more “atoms?’ of the re 
mainder of the deck. Thus, a magnesium 
(Mg) card may include magnesium oxid 
(MgO), magnesium hydrate Mg(OH), 
magnesium sulfate (MgSO), etc.; a zinc 
(Zn) card may list Zinc chlorid (ZnCl), 
Zinc oxid (ZnO), zinc sulfate (ZnSO), etc.; 
a potassium (K) card potassium chlorid 
(KCl), potassium carbonate (K.C.O.), po 
tassium bicarbonate (KHCO), potassiumni 
trate (KNO), potassium hydroxid (KOH), 
potassium sulfid (KS), potassium sulfate 
(KSO), etc. Of these cards, magnesium, 
zinc and calcium are bivalent (II) and po 
tassium is univalent. The sulfur (S) card 
of the valence of two (II) may include in 
its list iron sulfid (FeS), sulfid of hydrogen 
(HS), potassium sulfid (KS), sodium 
sulfid (NaS), etc. 

It will of course be understood that the 
rules of play with cards arranged in accord 
ance with my invention, may be varied, and 
that the specific indications as the cards 
hereinabove set forth may be modified with 
out departing from my invention to attain 
the desired objects. 
What I claim and desire to protect by 

Letters Patent is:- 
1. A deck of cards comprising a plurality 

of cards each bearing a chemical notation 
corresponding to a certain chemical element 
and a list of chemical compounds containing 
said certain chemical element, and a plural 
ity of cards each bearing a chemical notation 
corresponding to a certain other chemical 
element and a list of chemical compounds 
containing said certain other element, at 
least one of said last-named chemical com 
pounds containing said certain chemical ele 
ment. 
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2. A deck of cards comprising a plurality 
of cards each corresponding to a certain 
chemical element and bearing a notation of 
its valence and a list of chemical compounds 
containing said certain chemical element in 
the said valence, and a plurality of cards 
each corresponding to a certain other chem 
ical element and bearing a notation of its 
Valence and a list of chemical compounds 
containing said certain other element in its 
said valence, at least one of said last-named 
chemical compounds containing also said 
certain chemical element in its said valence. 

3. A deck of cards comprising a plurality 
of cards each bearing the chemical symbol 
corresponding to a certain chemical element, 
a notation of its valence and further a set 
of chemical compounds containing said cer 
tain chemical element in its said valence, 
and a plurality of cards each bearing the 
chemical symbol corresponding to a certain 
other chemical element, a notation of its 
valence and further a list of chemical com 
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pounds containing said certain - other ele 
ment in its said valence, at least One of said 
last-named chemical compounds containing 
also said certain chemical element in its said 
valence. 

4. A deck of cards comprising a plurality 
of sets of cards, said sets respectively corre 
sponding to certain chemical elements, the 
cards of the respective sets bearing the 
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chemical symbol and Valence of the chem-- 
ical element to which it corresponds and a 
list of chemical compounds containing such 
chemical element in its designated Valence 
with the remaining of said certain chemical 
elements in their respective designated 
valences. 

In testimony whereof I have signed this 
specification in the presence of two subscrib 
ing. Witnesses. 

ARTHUR W. BROWNE.. 
Witnesses: S. 

WINIFREu RoBINSON, 
A. U. FEINBERG. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 
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